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Mood Repair 
(including the Cure the Cowardly Lion Game) 

Have you EVER thought, " I'm not in the mood to prospect?" Then this call is for you as we 
look at some of the ways you can manage your mood for higher productivity.  

The characteristics of moods...  

Moods hang around.  According to Paul Eckman (2004), emotions will tend to be fleeting, lasting for seconds or perhaps minutes, 
moods tend to be longer term and may last for several hours or days. For instance, on the emotional side, if you are angry at another 
agent for the reply to home inspection, that emotion can be over  pretty quickly.  If you are in a resentful mood, that can last longer 
and have an effect all of your experiences for a period of time.  

A mood may hang around longer and provides a background for emotion. It may cause us to look for things that match " the mood" 
and experience internal dialogue that reflects the mood. If we are in an irritable mood, we will tend to notice things that are in our 
daily experience that annoy us and we tell ourselves how irritating things are. ( Anybody see the 4 boxes at the summit? It's very 
similar).  

The way it manifests in prospecting is, we say we are not in the mood and filter out anything that would be more resources. That 
changes our perception of prospecting and  look for the corresponding emotions. Monkey mind LOVES this and will bring forward 
matching symptoms like resignation, procrastination or what are some others?  

By being in a "mood" we are creating a container or a loop. When you are not in the "mood" to prospect, you are creating a self 
fulfilling prophecy for your future results. When you are not in the mood to prospect, how do you show up? How do the potential 
clients around you show up?  

A positive Mood Loop:  
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 If Fred is prospecting with excitement and expecting and getting yes's, he  is less likely to notice the prospects who may say no and 
more likely to notice other things that get him excited!  His emotions will match the mood or container.  In this way, Fred's mood acts 
as a filter which affects his perception causing emotions which match his mood.  

As agents, it is our nature to want to get in a “ etter" mood when we know we are in one that is derailing us. We 
suffer when we can't fulfill on what we said we could do, whether it's calling 15 clients a day or procrastinating 
calling our past clients. ( And what is our definition of success?) The loop or container we have created around 
our mood CAN BE DISRUPTED and replaced with a different, more resourceful mood. Here is on process for 
doing that.  

1. Monitor your mood.  

Ask yourself, if I am using this mood as an excuse, am I listening to monkey? What is monkey causing me to 
filter in my perceptions? ( Am I looking for MORE justification, taking things personally, etc?) Am I looking 
for emotions that prove my mood?  

2. Evaluate it.  

What is the impact of letting this mood hang out for hours or days? Have you lost sight of your long term 
vision? ( Important point: It's not as useful to look at why you are in a mood as it is to disrupt the 
pattern) 

3. Disrupt it. There are ways to open the loop so that there is new emotion, perception and results. Let's look at 
the Cowardly Lion Cure. One NLP technique that disrupts the loop is to say things in a cartoon voice which 
can change a mood quickly. I happen to love the cowardly lion so I'm willing to be courageous and 
demonstrate. " If I were king of the FORREST" ! Now say, " I'M NOT IN THE MOOD TO PROSPECT!" How 
about using Sylvester the cat or Donald Duck. Try it. Try it with all of your monkey mind symptoms. Do it with 
your coach, your sss partner, your spouse.  

Other ways to disrupt the loop: Do lead generation in a different space, in your car, in the woods, at a different 
time, or with a group. What are some of the ways you disrupt your mood intentionally? Disruption gives our 
brains variety, excitement, and can reenergize your prospecting.  

4. Try an  Anchor. What we call positive anchors in NLP can be a great opportunity to change moods. Auditory 
sounds such as favorite songs, videos or speeches can be a signal for mood change. Music is a great resource for 
changing moods. Make it have meaning and incorporate it into your prospecting container or loop.  

Watch for prospecting games- coming in July. 

	  


